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Learn everything that makes command line clients
such as Git and npm so successful, and how to
compose the best on your own. This book is your
concise step-by-step guide to writing command line
clients with Node.js. You'll start by discovering
what is needed for a successful command line
client and develop a solid foundation for practical
skill. Next you will build an application based on
learned principles in Node.js. The sometimespuzzling world of streaming is fully explained with
practical examples, as well as unit testing and
integration testing. Lastly you'll explore a full
range of tips and tricks designed to make the daily
life of a software maintainer easier. The Node.js
ecosystem provides support for writing command
line clients and has a thriving, very active
community. With this book as your guide, you'll
become a successful creator of your own command
line clients. Make an impact in the areas you really
care about using The CLI Book. What You'll Learn
Become a successful creator of your own command
line clients and make an impact Set your command
line tool apart from others Prioritize user
experience Employ best practices to structure and
architect your own clients Apply tips and tricks
collected from years of developing with Node.js
Who This Book Is For Those who know some
JavaScript and want to deepen their knowledge,
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especially in the area of CLI development.
Advanced QoS for Multi-Service IP/MPLS
Networks is the definitive guide to Quality of
Service (QoS), with comprehensive information
about its features and benefits. Find a solid
theoretical and practical overview of how QoS can
be implemented to reach the business objectives
defined for an IP/MPLS network. Topics include
standard QoS models for IP/MPLS networks,
essential QoS features, forwarding classes and
queuing priorities, buffer management, multipoint
shared queuing, hierarchical scheduling, and rate
limiting. This book will enable you to create a solid
QoS architecture/design, which is mandatory for
prioritizing services throughout the network.
You've experienced the shiny, point-and-click
surface of your Linux computer—now dive below
and explore its depths with the power of the
command line. The Linux Command Line takes you
from your very first terminal keystrokes to writing
full programs in Bash, the most popular Linux shell.
Along the way you'll learn the timeless skills
handed down by generations of gray-bearded,
mouse-shunning gurus: file navigation, environment
configuration, command chaining, pattern matching
with regular expressions, and more. In addition to
that practical knowledge, author William Shotts
reveals the philosophy behind these tools and the
rich heritage that your desktop Linux machine has
inherited from Unix supercomputers of yore. As
you make your way through the book's short,
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easily-digestible chapters, you'll learn how to: *
Create and delete files, directories, and symlinks *
Administer your system, including networking,
package installation, and process management *
Use standard input and output, redirection, and
pipelines * Edit files with Vi, the world’s most
popular text editor * Write shell scripts to
automate common or boring tasks * Slice and dice
text files with cut, paste, grep, patch, and sed Once
you overcome your initial "shell shock," you'll find
that the command line is a natural and expressive
way to communicate with your computer. Just don't
be surprised if your mouse starts to gather dust. A
featured resource in the Linux Foundation's
"Evolution of a SysAdmin"
Formerly known as Red Hat Linux, the Fedora
Core distribution is an excellent, no-cost
alternative to Windows, Solaris, and other
expensive operating systems Red Hat currently
controls an estimated seventy percent of the Linux
market in the U.S. This book gives experienced
and first-time Fedora users sixty concise, step-bystep, timesaving techniques to help them perform
tasks with Fedora more efficiently Organized by
topic, the techniques are presented in the friendly,
easy-to-understand For Dummies style, with a
minimum of technical jargon The techniques run
the gamut of end-user, system administration, and
development tasks, ranging from desktop, file
system, RPM, and database tips to Internet server,
e-mail server, networking, system monitoring,
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security, and Linux kernel tricks Covers the latest
release of Red Hat's Fedora Core distribution
Real World OCaml: Functional Programming for the
Masses
IBM Systems Director 6.3 Best Practices
PC Magazine Guide to Windows for Workgroups
Dictionary of Information Technology
New Features for DBAs and Developers

This is "the Word" -- one man's word,
certainly -- about the art (and
artifice) of the state of our computercentric existence. And considering that
the "one man" is Neal Stephenson, "the
hacker Hemingway" (Newsweek) -acclaimed novelist, pragmatist, seer,
nerd-friendly philosopher, and
nationally bestselling author of
groundbreaking literary works (Snow
Crash, Cryptonomicon, etc., etc.) -the word is well worth hearing. Mostly
well-reasoned examination and partial
rant, Stephenson's In the Beginning...
was the Command Line is a thoughtful,
irreverent, hilarious treatise on the
cyber-culture past and present; on
operating system tyrannies and
downloaded popular revolutions; on the
Internet, Disney World, Big Bangs, not
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to mention the meaning of life itself.
This IBM Red paper books publication
presents Workload Partitions (WPARs), a
set of completely new software-based
system virtualization features
introduced in IBM AIX Version 6.1.
Adding WPARs to the AIX operating
system provides a new level of system
virtualization capability. WPARs
complement the already existing AIX and
System p virtualization features, by
allowing: - The partitioning of an AIX
instance into multiple environments,
each hosting applications and providing
isolation from applications executing
in the other environments - The ability
to checkpoint and restart execution of
applications without modification of
the application code - The capability
to relocate a live application into a
different AIX instance, whether it is
hosted in an LPAR of the same physical
server or executing on a different
physical server - Fine-grained control
of resource utilization by each
application executing within an AIX
instance
To meet today's complex and everchanging business demands, you need a
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solid foundation of compute, storage,
networking, and software resources that
is simple to deploy and can quickly and
automatically adapt to changing
conditions. You also need to be able to
take advantage of broad expertise and
proven preferred practices in systems
management, applications, hardware
maintenance, and more. The IBM® Flex
SystemTM p260 and p460 Compute Nodes
are IBM Power SystemsTM servers
optimized for virtualization,
performance, and efficiency. The nodes
support IBM AIX®, IBM i, or Linux
operating environments, and are
designed to run various workloads in
IBM PureFlexTM System. This IBM
Redbooks® publication is a
comprehensive guide to IBM PureFlex
System and the Power Systems compute
nodes. We introduce the offerings and
describe the compute nodes in detail.
We then describe planning and
implementation steps and go through
some of the key the management features
of the IBM Flex System Manager
management node. This book is for
customers, IBM Business Partners, and
IBM technical specialists that want to
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understand the new offerings and to
plan and implement an IBM Flex System
installation that involves the Power
Systems compute nodes.
This IBM® Redbooks® publication
describes the positioning of the IBM
Systems Director in the complete
management range. It also compares the
IBM Systems Director with the IBM Flex
Systems Manager (FSM) and describes the
environments for which each tool is
best suited. This publication helps you
plan, install, tailor, and configure
the IBM Systems Director on different
platforms. It contains information
about required system resources and
which network ports are used. It shows
how to use the Workload Estimator to
select the appropriate hardware for IBM
Systems Director server and provides
information about the IBM Systems
Director Editions. Best practices are
covered for the basic management tasks
that are available in IBM Systems
Director, including how to perform
discovery; how to collect inventory on
discovered resources; how to deploy
agent, driver, and firmware updates;
how to manage hardware events; and
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other miscellaneous tasks. An overview
of best practices is provided for using
IBM Systems Director VMControlTM.
Systems Director VMControl is a crossplatform product that assists you in
rapidly deploying virtual appliances to
create virtual servers that are
configured with the operating system
and software applications that you
want. It also enables you to group
resources into system pools, which
enable you to centrally manage and
control the different workloads in your
environment. The following plug-in
offerings are described: Energy
monitoring and management features
offered by IBM Systems Director Active
Energy ManagerTM along with the best
practice, which needs to be followed in
using the IBM Systems Director Active
Energy Manager. The IBM AIX® Profile
Manager is a tool that can help
implement and monitor the security of
all AIX servers in a production
environment but also implement and
monitor the system compliance of those
AIX servers. Best practices and the
most important questions to ask before
creating Workload Partition Manager
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(WPAR) and WPAR Manager infrastructure.
In addition, how you can manage and
relocate WPARs using WPAR Manager
graphical interface and the commandline interface. Network Control basic
functionalities and how to plan for
Network Control deployments and also a
number of common scenarios with best
practices. The IBM Systems Director
Service and Support Manager describes
how to set up and how to handle
serviceable events. Best practices for
the Storage Monitoring and Management
capabilities offered by IBM Systems
Director server. This book is for IBM
IT specialists and IT architects, IBM
Business Partners, and clients, who are
utilizing or considering implementing
IBM Systems Director.
Byte
Patents
Official Gazette of the United States
Patent and Trademark Office
Command System User's Guide
Linux Timesaving Techniques For Dummies
Oracle DBA Exam Cram
The Most Complete, Easy-to-Follow Guide to Ubuntu
Linux The #1 Ubuntu server resource, fully updated
for Ubuntu 10.4 (Lucid Lynx)-the Long Term Support
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(LTS) release many companies will rely on for years!
Updated JumpStarts help you set up Samba,
Apache, Mail, FTP, NIS, OpenSSH, DNS, and other
complex servers in minutes Hundreds of up-to-date
examples, plus comprehensive indexes that deliver
instant access to answers you can trust Mark
Sobell's A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux®, Third
Edition, is the most thorough and up-to-date
reference to installing, configuring, and working with
Ubuntu, and also offers comprehensive coverage of
servers--critical for anybody interested in unleashing
the full power of Ubuntu. This edition has been fully
updated for Ubuntu 10.04 (Lucid Lynx), a milestone
Long Term Support (LTS) release, which Canonical
will support on desktops until 2013 and on servers
until 2015. Sobell walks you through every essential
feature and technique, from installing Ubuntu to
working with GNOME, Samba, exim4, Apache, DNS,
NIS, LDAP, g ufw, firestarter, iptables, even Perl
scripting. His exceptionally clear explanations
demystify everything from networking to security.
You'll find full chapters on running Ubuntu from the
command line and desktop (GUI), administrating
systems, setting up networks and Internet servers,
and much more. Fully updated JumpStart sections
help you get complex servers running--often in as
little as five minutes. Sobell draws on his immense
Linux knowledge to explain both the "hows" and the
"whys" of Ubuntu. He's taught hundreds of
thousands of readers and never forgets what it's like
to be new to Linux. Whether you're a user,
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administrator, or programmer, you'll find everything
you need here--now, and for many years to come.
The world's most practical Ubuntu Linux book is
now even more useful! This book delivers Hundreds
of easy-to-use Ubuntu examples Important
networking coverage, including DNS, NFS, and Cacti
Coverage of crucial Ubuntu topics such as sudo and
the Upstart init daemon More detailed, usable
coverage of Internet server configuration, including
Apache (Web) and exim4 (email) servers State-of-theart security techniques, including up-to-date firewall
setup techniques using gufw and iptables, and a full
chapter on OpenSSH A complete introduction to Perl
scripting for automated administration Deeper
coverage of essential admin tasks-from managing
users to CUPS printing, configuring LANs to building
a kernel Complete instructions on keeping Ubuntu
systems up-to-date using aptitude, Synaptic, and the
Software Sources window And much
more...including a 500+ term glossary Includes DVD!
Get the full version of Lucid Lynx, the latest Ubuntu
LTS release!
This book focuses on the popular frontend web
framework Vue’s latest version, Vue 3.0. You’ll
explore the Vue ecosystem, discover how you can
use it to achieve impressive results in a short space
of time, and learn essential Vue 3 concepts by
building real-world applications.
This brilliant new book gives readers the lowdown
on the most important new features in the latest
release of Oracle's flagship database product.
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Authors Sam Alapati and Charles Kim are
experienced database administrators who go beyond
regurgitating Oracle's new feature documentation to
report on "what's new that really matters." Readers
whose careers are bound up in Oracle's database
system need to know what's new. Sam and Charles
deliver with a rigor and candor that will help readers
choose the best of the new features to apply in their
own environments.
A pragmatic guide that takes you from the basics of
OCaml language to an understanding of typesystem, toolchain, and runtime.
Oracle8 DBA
Exam 1Z0-031
Foundation learning for SWITCH 642-813
CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study
Guide (Exam 640-802)
IBM Flex System p260 and p460 Planning and
Implementation Guide
PC Mag
This book will get you up to speed quickly on Fedora
Linux, a securely-designed Linux distribution that
includes a massive selection of free software packages.
Fedora is hardened out-of-the-box, it's easy to install,
and extensively customizable - and this book shows you
how to make Fedora work for you.--[from publisher's
description]
A guide to designing and implementing VPLS services
over an IP/MPLS switched service provider backbone
Today's communication providers are looking for
convenience, simplicity, and flexible bandwidth across
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wide area networks-but with the quality of service and
control that is critical for business networking
applications like video, voice and data. Carrier Ethernet
VPN services based on VPLS makes this a reality.
Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) is a pseudowire
(PW) based, multipoint-to-multipoint layer 2 Ethernet
VPN service provided by services providers By deploying
a VPLS service to customers, the operator can focus on
providing high throughput, highly available Ethernet
bridging services and leave the layer 3 routing decision
up to the customer. Virtual Private LAN Services (VPLS)
is quickly becoming the number one choice for many
enterprises and service providers to deploy data
communication networks. Alcatel-Lucent VPLS solution
enables service providers to offer enterprise customers
the operational cost benefits of Ethernet with the
predictable QoS characteristics of MPLS. Items Covered:
Building Converged Service Networks with IP/MPLS
VPN Technology IP/MPLS VPN Multi-Service Network
Overview Using MPLS Label Switched Paths as Service
Transport Tunnels Routing Protocol Traffi c Engineering
and CSPF RSVP-TE Protocol MPLS Resiliency —
Secondary LSP MPLS Resiliency — RSVP-TE LSP Fast
Reroute Label Distribution Protocol IP/MPLS VPN
Service Routing Architecture Virtual Leased Line
Services Virtual Private LAN Service Hierarchical VPLS
High Availability in an IP/MPLS VPN Network VLL
Service Resiliency VPLS Service Resiliency VPLS BGP
Auto-Discovery PBB-VPLS OAM in a VPLS Service
Network
Containing information previously available only in
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training materials from Oracle, this guide condenses the
curriculum to focus on what's necessary to pass the
exam. Readers can practice answering questions, get
comprehensive explanation of answers, learn how to
handle trick questions, and can tear out a "cram sheet"
to prep right before the exam.
Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line Interface
shows how to use Enterprise Manager’s powerful
scripting language to automate your database
administration work and save time by scripting routine
tasks, and then executing those scripts across
collections of databases and instances in your
environment. This book is chock full of ready-made
scripting examples contributed by the authors and
leading members of the community. For example, you'll
find scripts and examples of commands to: Remove an
Enterprise Manager agent and its related targets Quickly
create administrator accounts that are fully-configured
with pre-expired passwords and all needed roles Invoke
batch files to execute sequences of related commands
with consistency against multiple targets Batch create
large groups of user logins with a single command and
more! The Enterprise Manager Command Line Interface
(EM CLI) is the administrator's key to unlocking the
power of Enterprise Manager 12c (EM12c) with
scalability, repeatability, and confidence. In previous
versions, most administrators ventured into the
command-line interface only with the assistance of
Oracle Support. But now there are many features in
EM12c that are accessible only from the command-line.
This is far from a disadvantage! Enterprise Manager is
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now a powerful tool for automation in the hands of a
skilled database administrator. Enterprise Manager
scripting offers potential for all administrators who
manage Oracle’s enterprise-level products in their
environment. You can automate from the smallest, singleinstance configuration all the way up to a broadly
distributed enterprise-level rollout having database
instances strewn across broad geographical
distributions. The power of the EM CLI returns the
administrator to the golden age, where the entire
environment, from database to application to
infrastructure, can often be managed from this powerful
command line tool secured by the robust Enterprise
Manager framework. Brings a golden-age of automation
to Oracle Database administrators Provides ready-made
scripts contributed by leading members of the community
Covers advanced techniques involving Jython and
Python
OCA / OCP: Oracle9i DBA Fundamentals I Study Guide
Professional SAS User Interfaces
AIX 7.2, PowerVM - UNIX, Virtualization and Security,
An administrator's guide
Software Reviews on File
Oracle Data Guard 11gR2 Administration Beginner's
Guide
Vue.js 3 By Example

IBM® Cloud Private is an application
platform for developing and managing
containerized applications across
hybrid cloud environments, on-premises
and public clouds. It is an integrated
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environment for managing containers
that includes the container
orchestrator Kubernetes, a private
image registry, a management console,
and monitoring frameworks. This IBM
Redbooks covers tasks performed by IBM
Cloud Private system administrators
such as installation for high
availability, configuration, backup and
restore, using persistent volumes,
networking, security, logging and
monitoring. Istio integration,
troubleshooting and so on. As part of
this project we also developed several
code examples and you can download
those from the IBM Redbooks GitHub
location:
https://github.com/IBMRedbooks. The
authors team has many years of
experience in implementing IBM Cloud
Private and other cloud solutions in
production environments, so throughout
this document we took the approach of
providing you the recommended practices
in those areas. If you are an IBM Cloud
Private system administrator, this book
is for you. If you are developing
applications on IBM Cloud Private, you
can see the IBM Redbooks publication
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IBM Cloud Private Application
Developer's Guide, SG24-8441.
Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c CommandLine InterfaceApress
The Best Fully Integrated Study System
Available With hundreds of practice
questions and hands-on exercises, CCNA
Cisco Certified Network Associate Study
Guide covers what you need to know-and
shows you how to prepare-for this
challenging exam. 100% complete
coverage of all official objectives for
exam 640-802 Exam Readiness Checklist
at the front and back of the
book--you're ready for the exam when
all objectives on the list are checked
off Inside the Exam sections in every
chapter highlight key exam topics
covered Simulated exam questions match
the format, tone, topics, and
difficulty of the real exam Covers all
CCNA exam topics, including: Network
Topologies · OSI Reference Model ·
Layer-2 LAN Technologies · Bridges and
Switches · WLAN · IP Addressing and
Subnetting · VLSM · TCP/IP and the
Transport Layer · Cisco IOS Software ·
Switch and Router Configuration · VLANs
and Trunks · Switches and Redundancy ·
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IOS Device Management · OSPF and EIGRP
Routing · Access Control Lists · IPv6 ·
WAN · Frame Relay CD-ROM includes:
Practice test engine, powered by Boson,
featuring: Practice exam questions
Detailed answers with explanations
Chapter quizzes and real exam
environment simulations Score Report
performance assessment tool Interactive
network simulation software, powered by
Boson with 20 simulated lab exercises
100+ instructional video clips
Electronic book for studying on the go
Providing a clear picture of built-in
networking for the Windows environment,
this useful guide describes networking
terms and concepts and gives
understandable installation
instructions for Windows for
Workgroups, while describing LAN
Manager and NetWare with Windows for
Workgroups. Original.
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007
Unleashed
A Complete Introduction
Computing Today
Designing and Implementing IP/MPLSBased Ethernet Layer 2 VPN Services
The Linux Command Line
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Storage and Network Convergence Using
FCoE and iSCSI
If you are a web developer, this handy guide
will empower you to quickly learn the
fundamentals of AngularJS development and
deployment.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam
1Z0-031: OCA/OCP: Oracle9i DBA
Fundamentals I Study Guide In-depth
coverage of official exam objectives Practical
information on implementing and managing
Oracle9i databases Hundreds of challenging
review questions, in the book and on the CD
Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives,
including: Understanding Oracle architecture
and its main components Identifying DBA
administrative tools Setting up password file
authentications Creating and managing
Initialization Parameter Files Configuring OMF
Create a database using Oracle Database
Configuration Assistant Creating a database
manually Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as
part of eBook file.
Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks
(SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide:
Foundation learning for SWITCH 642-813
Richard Froom, CCIE No. 5102 Balaji
Sivasubramanian Erum Frahim, CCIE No. 7549
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Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks
(SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide is a
Cisco® authorized learning tool for CCNP®
and CCDP® preparation. As part of the Cisco
Press foundation learning series, this book
covers how to plan, configure, and verify the
implementation of complex enterprise
switching solutions using the Cisco Campus
Enterprise Architecture. The Foundation
Learning Guide also covers secure integration
of VLANs, WLANs, voice, and video into
campus networks. Each chapter opens with
the list of topics covered to clearly identify the
focus of that chapter. At the end of each
chapter, a summary and review questions
provide you with an opportunity to assess and
reinforce your understanding of the material.
Throughout the book detailed explanations
with commands, configurations, and diagrams
serve to illuminate theoretical concepts.
Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks
(SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide is ideal
for certification candidates who are seeking a
tool to learn all the topics covered in the
SWITCH 642-813 exam. - Serves as the official
book for the Cisco Networking Academy CCNP
SWITCH course - Provides a thorough
presentation of the fundamentals of multilayer
switched network design - Explains the
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implementation of the design features such as
VLAN, Spanning Tree, and inter-VLAN routing
in the multilayer switched environment Explains how to implement high-availability
technologies and techniques - Covers security
features in a switched network - Presents selfassessment review questions, chapter topics,
summaries, command syntax explanations,
network diagrams, and configuration
examples to facilitate effective studying This
book is in the Foundation Learning Guide
Series. These guides are developed together
with Cisco® as the only authorized, self-paced
learning tools that help networking
professionals build their understanding of
networking concepts and prepare for Cisco
certification exams.
Along with servers and networking
infrastructure, networked storage is one of the
fundamental components of a modern data
center. Because storage networking has
evolved over the past two decades, the
industry has settled on the basic storage
networking technologies. These technologies
are Fibre Channel (FC) storage area networks
(SANs), Internet Small Computer System
Interface (iSCSI)-based Ethernet attachment,
and Ethernet-based network-attached storage
(NAS). Today, lossless, low-latency, highPage 21/30
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speed FC SANs are viewed as the highperformance option for networked storage.
iSCSI and NAS are viewed as lower cost, lower
performance technologies. The advent of the
100 Gbps Ethernet and Data Center Bridging
(DCB) standards for lossless Ethernet give
Ethernet technology many of the desirable
characteristics that make FC the preferred
storage networking technology. These
characteristics include comparable speed, low
latency, and lossless behavior. Coupled with
an ongoing industry drive toward better asset
utilization and lower total cost of ownership,
these advances open the door for
organizations to consider consolidating and
converging their networked storage
infrastructures with their Ethernet data
networks. Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE)
is one approach to this convergence, but
10-Gbps-enabled iSCSI also offers compelling
options for many organizations with the hope
that their performance can now rival that of
FC. This IBM® Redbooks® publication is
written for experienced systems, storage, and
network administrators who want to integrate
the IBM System Networking and Storage
technology successfully into new and existing
networks. This book provides an overview of
today's options for storage networking
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convergence. It reviews the technology
background for each of these options and
then examines detailed scenarios for them by
using IBM and IBM Business Partner
convergence products.
Database Administration
Shell Scripting
Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line
Interface
Fedora Linux
AngularJS Deployment Essentials
Implementing Cisco IP Switched Networks
(SWITCH) Foundation Learning Guide
This is the only comprehensive guide to creating SAS user
interfaces for the industry's most popular graphical
platforms. Shows readers how to design and program easyto-use interfaces for a variety of command line, windowing,
macro language, and software development environments.
This is the ultimate guide to the design, migration,
implementation, administration, management, and support
of an Exchange Server 2007 environment. The
recommendations, tips, and tricks covered are based on
more than two years of early adopter implementations of
Exchange 2007. The authors highlight the features and
functions that organizations both large and small have
found to be the important components in Exchange 2007,
including the new Outlook Web Access mail, functions that
better support mobile devices, server-to-server mailbox
replication for better data recovery, and integrated
voicemail unified messaging. Detailed information on how
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to… Plan your implementation and migration to Exchange
2007 Confirm that your architecture of Exchange 2007
meets best practices Build a lab environment to test that
your migration, implementation, and support processes are
valid Implement Cluster Continuous Replication for
effective disaster recovery of a failed Exchange server or
site Integrate Exchange 2007 Unified Messaging into an
existing telephony environment Optimize Exchange 2007
for a scalable enterprise environment Administer and
support Exchange on an ongoing basis
Using real-world examples and hands-on tasks, Oracle
Data Guard 11gR2 Administration Beginner's Guide will
give you a solid foundation in Oracle Data Guard. It has
been designed to teach you everything you need to know to
successfully create and operate Data Guard environments
with maximum flexibility, compatibility, and
effectiveness.If you are an Oracle database administrator
who wants to configure and administer Data Guard
configurations, then "Oracle Data Guard 11gR2
Administration Beginner's Guide" is for you. With a basic
understanding of Oracle database administration, you'll be
able to easily follow the book.
Take Full Advantage of the Oracle Solaris 11 Management
Features Manage a highly scalable, cloud-based computing
platform and deliver unmatched performance levels at
every layer of your IT stack. Oracle Solaris 11 System
Administration: The Complete Reference shows how to
deploy Solaris from scratch. Get up-to-date details on
installation options, device configuration, virtualization
techniques, network security, file encryption, and Web
services. NFS, Samba, and Apache are fully covered in this
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Oracle Press guide. Install Oracle Solaris 11 on x86 and
SPARC machines Manage storage using the ZFS file
system Define user roles and enforce strong access policies
Create fully isolated zones and virtual system
environments Configure print, e-mail, DNS, and DHCP
services Share files and devices using NFS and Samba Set
up Apache Web servers and deploy AMP applications
IBM Cloud Private System Administrator's Guide
Microcomputer Concepts and Applications
The CLI Book
Oracle Database 11g
Advanced QoS for Multi-Service IP/MPLS Networks
Oracle Solaris 11 System Administration The Complete
Reference

Ault, a question quality control expert
for the Oracle DBA Exam, provides
direct insight into the testing process
and guidelines for how to prepare for
the exam. The book includes sections on
proven test-taking strategies, timesaving study tips, and shortcuts.
Get to know the IBM AIX operating
system! The topics covered include: Basics of the AIX operating system; Virtualization, PowerVM, Virtual I/O
Server; - Installation and maintenance
of the AIX operating system; Management of users, disks, and the
file system; - Backup and system
diagnostics; - Performance tips; Page 25/30
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Security features. Operating systems
from the UNIX family are known for
their high reliability and performance.
This is why many companies use such
systems to manage key application
servers. One of the systems that
belongs to this family is AIX, which
has gained popularity in recent years
due to its significant potential for
virtualization as well as the fact that
its security configuration meets the
strictest security requirements.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on
technology, delivering Labs-based,
independent reviews of the latest
products and services. Our expert
industry analysis and practical
solutions help you make better buying
decisions and get more from technology.
The Go Programming Language is the
authoritative resource for any
programmer who wants to learn Go. It
shows how to write clear and idiomatic
Go to solve real-world problems. The
book does not assume prior knowledge of
Go nor experience with any specific
language, so you’ll find it accessible
whether you’re most comfortable with
JavaScript, Ruby, Python, Java, or C++.
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The first chapter is a tutorial on the
basic concepts of Go, introduced
through programs for file I/O and text
processing, simple graphics, and web
clients and servers. Early chapters
cover the structural elements of Go
programs: syntax, control flow, data
types, and the organization of a
program into packages, files, and
functions. The examples illustrate many
packages from the standard library and
show how to create new ones of your
own. Later chapters explain the package
mechanism in more detail, and how to
build, test, and maintain projects
using the go tool. The chapters on
methods and interfaces introduce Go’s
unconventional approach to objectoriented programming, in which methods
can be declared on any type and
interfaces are implicitly satisfied.
They explain the key principles of
encapsulation, composition, and
substitutability using realistic
examples. Two chapters on concurrency
present in-depth approaches to this
increasingly important topic. The
first, which covers the basic
mechanisms of goroutines and channels,
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illustrates the style known as
communicating sequential processes for
which Go is renowned. The second covers
more traditional aspects of concurrency
with shared variables. These chapters
provide a solid foundation for
programmers encountering concurrency
for the first time. The final two
chapters explore lower-level features
of Go. One covers the art of
metaprogramming using reflection. The
other shows how to use the unsafe
package to step outside the type system
for special situations, and how to use
the cgo tool to create Go bindings for
C libraries. The book features hundreds
of interesting and practical examples
of well-written Go code that cover the
whole language, its most important
packages, and a wide range of
applications. Each chapter has
exercises to test your understanding
and explore extensions and
alternatives. Source code is freely
available for download from
http://gopl.io/ and may be conveniently
fetched, built, and installed using the
go get command.
An Advanced Guide for VPLS and VLL
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The Go Programming Language
Expert Recipes for Linux, Bash, and
more
A Complete Guide to Red Hat's Community
Distribution
Network Magazine
IBM System/360 Time Sharing System
A compendium of shell scripting recipes
that can immediately be used, adjusted,
and applied The shell is the primary way
of communicating with the Unix and Linux
systems, providing a direct way to program
by automating simple-to-intermediate
tasks. With this book, Linux expert Steve
Parker shares a collection of shell
scripting recipes that can be used as is
or easily modified for a variety of
environments or situations. The book
covers shell programming, with a focus on
Linux and the Bash shell; it provides
credible, real-world relevance, as well as
providing the flexible tools to get
started immediately. Shares a collection
of helpful shell scripting recipes that
can immediately be used for various of
real-world challenges Features recipes for
system tools, shell features, and systems
administration Provides a host of plug and
play recipes for to immediately apply and
easily modify so the wheel doesn't have to
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be reinvented with each challenge faced
Come out of your shell and dive into this
collection of tried and tested shell
scripting recipes that you can start using
right away!
The Competitive Edge in Business
Technology
A Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux
Writing Successful Command Line Interfaces
with Node.js
Introduction to Workload Partition
Management in IBM AIX Version 6.1
Blueprints to learn Vue web development,
full-stack development, and cross-platform
development quickly
In the Beginning...Was the Command Line
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